Chinese herbal medicine quantitative analysis of multi-components by single marker relative correction factor a b s t r a c t
Introduction
Nowadays, Chinese herbal medicine (CHM) has been attracting attention increasingly due to its long-standing clinical application and reliable therapeutic efficacy. 1, 2 Despite the great advances in modern pharmaceutical research, CHM continues to play an important role in the prevention and treatment of various diseases. 3 Therefore, the quality control of CHM is highly significant because it directly decides Currently, there are two main methods for the quantitative determination of components in CHM used for quality control. One method involves the use of an active component or a marker compound as the internal standard substance for internal quality control. Nevertheless, it is far from sufficient to assess the other effective components in CHM. 8, 9 The other method involves the use of multiple reference substances for quality assessment. However, high-purity internal standard substances or reference substances of herbal medicines are expensive and insufficient, especially when the component is in a low content and difficult to be purified from CHM. 10, 11 Furthermore, some components of CHM become unstable when purified from a complicated matrix. 12 Considering these reasons, the scarcity and high cost of the reference substances have been the two major bottlenecks in the implementation of multi-components in routine quality control. Therefore, it is urgently necessary to develop a convenient and low-cost approach for the internal quality control of CHM.
In order to tackle this urgency, a rational method for quality control of CHM called quantitative analysis of multicomponents by single marker (QAMS) was first systematically proposed by Wang et al 13 in 2006. It only determines one of the components which are inexpensive and easy to get to realize simultaneous determination of multiple components, according to the internal relationship between the efficacy of CHM and proportion of the other effective ingredients. 14 This method is also called simultaneous determination of multiple components or single standard to determine multi-components. QAMS has been gradually recognized and approved by researchers since proposed. For instance, in the United States Pharmacopoeia (the 37 version), QAMS was applied in establishing the quality standards of part natural medicines, such as red clover, Echinacea angustifolia, Ginkgo, Hypericum perforatum L., and milk thistle. 15 The European Pharmacopoeia Standards also adopted QAMS to build the quality control specification of herbal medicine, such as ginkgo leaf and garlic powder. 16 In 2010, this method was adopted by the Chinese Pharmacopoeia. 17 Thus, QAMS has been widely accepted and applied in the quality control of herbal medicine.
QAMS is considered as a potential method to reflect the internal quality of CHM. Being widely used in the researches of CHM, it is indispensable in the process of modernization and internationalization of CHM. 18 Therefore, in this study, the general content of QAMS, current status, and future applications have been systematically elaborated to aid researchers in mastering this method, encourage further research on CHM, and provide ideas and references for the internal quality control of CHM.
2.
Rationale and general content of QAMS studies 2.1.
Rationale for QAMS
According to the principle that within a concentration range, the absorption of an analyte (chemical component) is linearly proportional to sample concentration (or mass) and their relations could be described with the equation: W = f.A (where W is the sample concentration, A is the response peak area of the analyte, and f is the correction factor). 13 The value of f is a constant related with the detected substance and the sensitivity of the detector. Supposed several components coexisting in the CHM sample, each chemical component could be described in the equation (1) . 19 Wi
where Ai is the peak area of component under test and Wi is the concentration of the component under test.
To obtain the relative correction factor (RCF), supposing selected "k" as the internal reference substance, "i" as one of the other investigated components, RCF between components "k" and "i" is established through equation (2) .
With the results of f ki , the quantification of other investigated substances in the CHM sample could be carried out according to the following equation (3). 9, 20 Wi = Wk.Ai Ak.fki
Therefore, the quantitative analyses of other components can be performed by detecting the content of internal reference substance and then calculating the contents of multi-components by RCFs.
General content of QAMS studies
In the external standard method (ESM), the content of all the reference standards corresponding to analytes needs to be determined. In comparison, in the QAMS method, only the content of internal standard substance needs to be determined. Therefore, QAMS can not only greatly reduce the detection time and the cost of the experiment but also improve the practicability of the method and control the quality of herbal or botanical products more effectively and comprehensively. With further elaborate deepening research on QAMS, a prototype had been formed, and the process of QAMS study on CHM is divided into three sections. 9, 13, [20] [21] [22] [23] The first section is high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) method optimization and validation. To optimize the HPLC method, it is critical to select a suitable mobile phase, elution mode, and detection wavelength. Besides, according to the established HPLC method, method precision, repeatability, stability, and recovery methodology were carried out to investigate the reliability and repeatability of the method. Additionally, standard linear calibrations curve with the r 2 , linear range, limit of detection, and limit of quantification were determined for each investigated compound in order to calculate the content of each investigated compound by ESM.
The second section is the ruggedness and robustness of QAMS. The ruggedness and robustness test was designed to determine all the potential and changeable factors on RCF, which mainly rely on the consistency of the environmental and operational parametric variables, such as different columns, HPLC instruments, environment conditions, flow rate, and column temperature. To ensure the validity of this newly developed method, validation was assessed by calculating the relative standard deviations (RSD; generally, when RSD < 5%, the results showed that the errors had a small influence on RCF). Furthermore, the position of investigated compounds-for better authentication as well as convenience to quantitative determination of CHM the next time, the relative retention time of the other investigated compounds with internal reference standard by different columns, instruments need to be investigated.
The final section is to evaluate and verify the QAMS feasibility for the determination of multi-compounds in CHM. First, calculate the content of internal reference standard and then acquire the other content of reference standards according to their RCFs. Second, calculate the content of all reference standards by ESM. It is indicated that the development of QAMS is successful when RSD of the results in triplicate using the QAMS and ESM are less than 5%. Finally, establish the QAMS quality evaluation system, which can accurately calculate the content of effective components and reflect the internal quality of CHM. The general content of QAMS studies can be summarized as shown in Fig. 1 .
QAMS research progress on CHM
There is a rising trend in the amount of published research work related to QAMS studies on CHM in recent years. Studies on QAMS started to appear around 2006, and the research achievements in this area have been increasing since the last 10 years. Beyond the Chinese core journals, articles pertaining to research on CHM have been published in Science Citation Index-cited journals as well, such as in Analytical and Bioanalytical Chemistry, Food Chemistry and Journal of Chromatography A. 60, 73, 74 Moreover, the 2010 edition of Chinese Pharmacopoeia has included the QAMS method for determining the content of berberine, epiberberine, coptisine, palmatine, and jatrorrhizine in Rhizoma coptidis. 75 Summarized from the above published papers, the research objects of QAMS mainly include single-herb medicine, Chinese herbal prescription, and Chinese medicine preparations, among which single herb accounts for the vast majority ( Table 1 ). The main cause for this situation is that the compounds in the prescriptions or preparations of Chinese medicine are so complicated that it is not easy to determine enough markers for quality control and evaluation. Thus, the application of QAMS method in the analysis of Chinese herbal prescription or Chinese medicine preparations needs to be further improved and optimized to ensure the safety and efficacy of CHM in clinical use.
4.
Important factors to be considered in the establishment of QAMS QAMS can overcome the insufficiency of reference substance and save the high test cost, showing prominent advantages and good application prospect, which makes it possible to be applied in the quality control and evaluation model with multi-components. However, many problems still need to be further studied and discussed in the process of QAMS, such as the selection of internal standard substance, the influence factors of RCF, the positioning of investigated components, and the choice of QAMS rationality evaluation method. 58 The following sections will discuss those important factors that aim to provide the reference for researchers when operating QAMS.
Selection of internal standard substance
According to the rules of QAMS, it was essential to select a suitable internal standard substance. Generally, the selected internal standard substance should not only have definite therapeutic effect and stable chemical property but should also be easily available and inexpensive. In addition, it needs to have an appropriate content in CHM. 19 For instance, Li et al 76 selected tanshinone IIA as the internal standard substance to build the QAMS of Salvia miltiorrhiza because it is not only one of the main effective components of Salvia miltiorrhiza but also a high-content ingredient and easy to get. 76 The choice of the internal standard substance would be regarded as deviated from the QAMS thought when the internal standard substance cannot embody the above fundamental principles. Hence, choosing an appropriate internal standard substance is very important for the establishment of the QAMS method.
Factors influencing RCF
In the quality evaluation of QAMS, the key is to establish the RCF between internal standard substance and other effective ingredients. The main factors that influence RCF include different laboratories, chromatographic instrument systems, packing, and the models of chromatographic column. 77, 78 In the process of establishing QAMS, all of the above factors can influence the value of RCF. Therefore, it is necessary to thoroughly investigate the factors influencing RCF because a good reproducibility of RCF is the key to the precision of analysis results.
Influence of different laboratories on the RCF
Even in the same laboratory and test condition, there are still small differences in the values of RCF when re-tested on account of different liquid laboratories and operating personnel. Consequently, it is required to establish an accurate methodology to investigate whether the error introduced by the above factors is within permission. Generally, a methodology is allowed to be used in different laboratories when the RSD < 5%, which means different laboratories have little influence on the RCF. 79 Wu et al 80 have established the internal quality of Zhong-Jie-Feng injection by QAMS method and verified a good reproducibility of the RCF in different laboratories.
Influence of different HPLC instruments and different detectors on RCF
As one of the most important influencing factors, a suitable chromatography instrument system is essential to the RCF value. Because different HPLC instruments and different detectors affect the calculation of peak area, which are mainly related with the slit of detector, bandwidth value, slope sensitivity, peak width, and ways of integration, all of these
Methodological investigation
The applicability and feasibility of QAMS (4) Emodin (1) Moreover, in the research process of QAMS, it is also crucial to choose the most suitable one from all the commonly used detectors, which mainly include ultraviolet-visible detector, photodiode array detector, fluorescence detector, evaporative light-scattering detector, and differential refractive index detector. 82 In general, in the process of establishing QAMS, it is better to choose the same type of detector so as to ensure a consistent responsivity to various compounds. Furthermore, ultravioletvisible detector is often used in HPLC; however, compounds with different structures have different optimal absorption wavelength. Therefore, it must be combined with the structure of the components which were under test and appropriate detection wavelength must be selected to decrease the measurement error. 83 To establish a method for the quality control of Shenxiong Yangxin Granule by QAMS, the best absorption wavelengths of puerarin, ferulic acid, hesperidin, salvianolic acid B, ammonium glycyrrhizinate, and schisandrin are 250 nm, 321 nm, 283 nm, 286 nm, 237 nm, and 250 nm, respectively. Zhang et al 84 selected 250 nm as the maximum absorption wavelength to ensure a better peak absorption.
Influence of different columns on RCF
The choice of chromatographic column is another important factor influencing the RCF value. Because different HPLC columns differ in the granularity of stationary phase, surface area, end capping, inner diameter, and length, the results of the tailing factor or symmetry factor, resolution, and theoretical plate number could affect the value of RCF. 85 Stationary phase is one of the gist to choose column because different stationary phases have different absorption capacity. For instance, particle-based C18 column is commonly used for QAMS, particularly reversed chromatographic column, such as Agilent ZORBAX SB-C18, Eclipse XOB-C18, because their packing, packing size, and carbon loads are different. The above factors can cause the adsorption capacity of compounds to differ, which will further affect the RCF value. Hence, the influence of different chromatographic columns on RCF must be investigated.
Apart from the three factors referred above, there are still other influencing factors, such as the distribution proportion of the mobile phase, flow rate, and column temperature, all of which can lead to the deviation of RCF. 31 These deviations can be effectively controlled by improving the chromatographic system and optimizing the chromatography conditions, which lay a solid foundation for the reproducibility of RCF.
Positioning of the investigated components
In the application of established QAMS method, it is difficult to accurately and directly identify the position of other components under test since only the internal standard substance is used as the reference substance. Therefore, method to locate other components under the test by only using the internal standard substance is the key problem in QAMS. According to the reported literature, there are two main positioning methods of the peaks, the retention time ratio and the relative retention time ratio between the effective components under test and the internal standard substance. 86 
The choice of QAMS rationality evaluation method
In order to further investigate the accuracy and feasibility of QAMS, it is necessary to choose a reasonable evaluation method to verify the rationality. ESM, as one of the most commonly used evaluation method, has been applied in many researches. 87 When the QAMS calculated value has no significant difference with ESM, it suggests that the establishment of RCF has a good reproducibility and credibility. Hence, we can achieve the multi-constituent determination by QAMS, especially when the reference substances are in short supply. In addition, there are also other methods, such as internal standard method and linear regression method. 88 
Advantages and limitations of QAMS
After 10 years of development, the advantages and limitations of QAMS have been gradually revealed. The following sections will discuss the advantages and disadvantages of QAMS to promote further enrichment of the method, eventually making it more systematic and perfect.
Advantages of QAMS

Reflecting the multi-component and multi-target characteristics of CHM
Currently, there is a common practice among natural products' analysis to select multiple components as markers for quality control because the diversity of CHM makes it impossible to only use one single reference substance to accurately and fully reflect the internal quality of CHM. However, the multi-component quality evaluation model requires plenty of reference substances. The application of ESM and internal standard method would be limited when the reference substance is insufficient or unstable, especially in multicomponent quantitative and quality control. By using the internal function relationship and proportion relationship between other effective components and internal reference substance, QAMS makes it possible to realize synchronous measurement of multiple components by only determining one component. It represents a comprehensive qualitative approach for the quality evaluation of CHM and embodies the multi-target characteristics of CHM as well. 28 
Economy, saving, and environmental protection
After establishing QAMS method, the content of multiple components can be determined through RCF and used for the quality control of CHM. It means that with the help of RCF, the content of multiple components can be accurately calculated even if the reference substance is unavailable or unstable, which can largely improve the work efficiency and reduce the test cost. Besides, QAMS method consumes less organic solvents and reduces the pollution to the environment. 89 For example, to perform quantitative analyses for determining the content of epigallocatechin gallate, gallic acid, gallocatechin, epigallocatechin, caffeine, catechin, epicatechin, gallocatechin gallate, epicatechingallate, and catechin gallate in green tea, we only have to detect the content of a single epigallocatechin gallate and subsequently calculate the contents of other components with RCF, thereby reducing the amount of solvent consumption and operating costs. 60 
Making up the fuzziness of fingerprints
Compared with conventional analytical approaches, chromatographic fingerprints can give an overall view of all components in CHM and demonstrate both the "sameness" and "differences" among various samples clearly. 6 However, one of the drawbacks is that it can only show results of similarity calculated based on the relative value using preselected marker compound as a reference standard, and minor differences between similar chromatograms may not be distinguished. On the basis of fingerprints, the QAMS method lays more emphasis on the content of main ingredients or effective components, makes further quantitative analysis of fingerprints data, and defines the content of specific active ingredients. Compared with fingerprints data, QAMS provides a more advanced instrument for quality control on CHM. 90 
Limitations of QAMS
Limitation of component under test and detection wavelength
Because ultraviolet-visible detector is the most commonly used detector in QAMS, the components under test should be similar in structure to ensure that the ultraviolet absorption for all the components are in the maximum wavelength. There are two solutions when there is a difference between internal reference component and other components under test in ultraviolet absorption spectrum. One is to choose the shared absorption wavelength region of all components, and the other is to adopt variable wavelength detection in the process of gradient elution according to the corresponding maximum absorption wavelength of the components under test. 91 For example, Bai et al 78 studied the guizhi decoction by QAMS using 230 nm to detect paeoniflorin, 250 nm to detect glycyrrhizic acid, and 280 nm to detect liquorice glycosides, cinnamic acid, and cinnamic aldehyde.
Limitation of linear scope
Generally speaking, a number of effective compounds are used to assess the quality of CHM. However, different harvesting time, origins, climate, etc, all have impact on the content of effective components in CHM. The established QAMS cannot maintain accuracy if the content of one component is not in the range of linear scope, which has posed a challenge for the establishment of the CHM quality control standards and the standardization of QAMS. 19 
QAMS corresponding chromatographic techniques
Suitable for the analysis of most CHM, HPLC has been the most commonly used technique in the establishment of QAMS and been greatly improved in several fields over these years. For further convenience, HPLC can be coupled with different detectors, such as ultraviolet detector, diode array detector, and evaporative light-scattering detector, which can support the determination of different chemical structures and expand its application in the QAMS to a larger extent. 92 Gas chromatography, a technique mainly used for the analysis of volatile compounds, is commonly used in the quality control of the CHM containing volatile oil combined with QAMS method. 93 Although there are no reports of adopting gas chromatography in QAMS till date, this method will be used for quality control of the CHM containing volatile oil in the future.
Beyond that, there are some other chromatographic techniques recommended to apply in QAMS, such as high-performance capillary electrophoresis, ultra-high performance liquid chromatography, hydrophilic interaction chromatography, and liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry. Although there are only a few reports on the application of these chromatographic techniques in QAMS, it is believed that they have a potential and wide application prospect in the QAMS evaluation of CHM. 94, 95 Compared with the conventional HPLC method, ultra-high performance liquid chromatography offers the possibility of significantly improving efficiency of chromatographic separation via columns packed with small particles (less than 2 m), which can withstand high back pressure, enhance chromatographic resolution, improve sensitivity, and shorten operation time notably. 96 Furthermore, shorter columns can shorten analysis time and consume less solvent, making less negative impact on the environment.
7.
Suggestions for future application of QAMS research on CHM As a feasible approach to evaluate the effectiveness and internal quality of CHM, QAMS has been considered as a potential method to detect effective constituents in complex mixtures. Although significant research achievement has been obtained in the last 10 years, the QAMS method is still in its preliminary stage, not very mature and stable. Therefore, further work is needed to enrich the QAMS method, and suggestions are as follows.
First, focus on the impact factors of RCF. As a new constant introduced into the quality evaluation approach for CHM, RCF is undoubtedly the core content of constructing QAMS and is bound to be a key error factor of QAMS. All the factors can lead to the change of the detector response values and are likely to have an influence on RCF, especially the chromatographic column, analytical instruments, and the selection of the wavelength. 97 However, if RSD is within an acceptable range, generally 5%, it can be accepted as a simple and practical method for the multi-component quality con-trol of CHM, with the advantages of reducing the detection cost and overcoming the difficulty of lacking reference substances.
Second, combine the spectrum-effect relationship with QAMS for overall quality control of CHM. 98 Advanced on the basis of fingerprints research, the spectrum-effect relationship can illustrate the relationship between fingerprint and pharmacodynamics effect of CHM through multiple statistical analysis methods and help to screen active characteristic peaks. The chemical structures can be further determined by liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry, which can truly provide "markers" for the internal quality of CHM. 99 More importantly, when applied in holistic research of CHM, the spectrum-effect relationship is more beneficial to embody the integral view of traditional Chinese medicine theory. The quality of medicinal materials can be more accurately appraised through QAMS by the effective components screened from the spectrum-effect relationship.
Furthermore, combine computer-aided drug design (CADD) with QAMS to better reflect the characteristics of CHM. Due to the complexity of the chemical composition of CHM, there is a trend of applying CADD method in exploiting multi-target drugs, including virtual screening and pharmacophore design. 100 The virtual screening is one of the most effective approaches to determine multi-target drugs. It is based on the small molecule database to carry out effective compounds screening, mainly including molecular docking, pharmacophore screening, and fragment search method. The application of CADD method on multi-target natural products has significant advantages compared with conventional methods, such as time and cost efficient, illustrating the multitargets characteristics of CHM, and revealing corresponding efficacy components. Therefore, the combined application of CADD with QAMS can provide a more appropriate method for the quality control of CHM.
QAMS study is used to put forward new ideas and methods for the quality control of multiple components. It is actually a multidisciplinary and cutting-edge science research because the quality control of CHM needs the crossover of chemistry, pharmacology, molecular biology of the gene, and even statistics to provide a platform. Therefore, further improvement of QAMS study will not only help to guarantee the curative effect and safety of CHM but also accelerate its internationalization.
